Compositional verification in CADP
Compositional LTS generation …] Generate a reduced LTS incrementally -Generate individual process LTSs -Alternate composition of a subset of the LTSs (product) with hiding and reduction modulo an equivalence relation (strong, branching, safety, trace, weak trace, …) Check formula φ on P 1 || ... || P n incrementally:
1. Compute a formula φ // P 1 called quotient of φ by P 1 2. Simplify φ // P 1 to reduce its size 3. If n > 1 then check φ // P 1 on P 2 || ... || P n (back to step 1)
Andersen-95: Modal mu-calculus and LTSs composed using CCS parallel composition and restriction
Several extensions followed (state based, timed, synchronous, etc.) Laroussinie-00, Martinelli-03, Basu-Ramakrishnan-03, …]
This talk
Aim: Implement partial model checking for Networks of LTSs efficiently Contributions -Generalise quotienting to Networks of LTSs -Reformulate quotienting as a synchronous product (another Network of LTSs) between a process LTS and an LTS representing the formula (formula graph) -Reformulate formula simplification as a combination of LTS reductions and partial evaluation of the formula graph using a BES -Prototype implementation using CADP and case-study The modal mu-calculus
monotonicity: even number of negations between a variable and its binder

Elimination of negations
¬ff = tt ¬(φ 1 ∨ φ 2 ) = ¬φ 1 ∧ ¬φ 2 ¬<a> φ 0 = [a] ¬φ 0 ¬μX.φ 0 = νX.¬φ 0 [¬X/X] ...
Alternation
-Maximum number of sign (μ or ν) switches between a variable and its binder -Example formula of alternation 2: μX.νY.
Networks of LTSs
Inspired by MEC and FC2
Tuple ((P 1 , ..., P n ), V) where: -P 1 , ..., P n = LTSs (of individual processes)
• a 0 is a label (resulting action) Operational semantics: LTS written lts ((P 1 , ..., P n ), V) -State = vector (s 1 , ..., s n ) of individual LTS states -(s 1 , ..., s n ) ⎯a 0 → (s' 1 , ..., s' n ) iff (a 1 , ..., a n ) → a 0 ∈ V, and
Network compositionality
Given a network N = ((P 1 , ..., P n ), V) and i ∈ 1..n one can automatically build -a network N \i consisting of the composition of all P j but P i and -a new set of rules V' such that lts (N) = lts ((P i , lts (N \i )), V') (generalisable to any subset I ⊆ 1..n)
Standard equivalence relations are congruences for networks (strong, observational, branching, safety, trace, weak trace, …), provided hidden labels are neither renamed, nor synchronised, nor cut Example N = (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ),
Quotienting for networks
Given N = ((P 1 , ..., P n ), V) and i ∈ 1..n, the quotient of φ by
Quotient introduces new variables of the form X s where X is a variable of φ and s a state of P i (product)
Intuitively: X is true on N iff X s is true on N \i , when P i is in state s , (a, •, a) → a, (b, b, b) We use the similarity between quotienting and synchronous product:
-Turn the formula to disjunctive form -Encode it as an LTS -Implement quotienting as a product using a network of LTS 
Transition relation
X ⎯∨→ φ[X] ¬φ 0 ⎯¬→ φ 0 <a> φ 0 ⎯<a>→ φ 0 μX. φ 0 ⎯μ→ φ 0 φ 1 ∨ φ 2 ⎯∨→ φ 1 φ 1 ∨ φ 2 ⎯∨→ φ 2 (ff
Quotienting using a network
Individual processes: enc (φ) and P i Synchronisation rules: synchronise modalities on actions to which P i contributes actively
The LTS of this network encodes the formula graph of the quotient The glue α associated to a 1 , ..., a n → a 0 (a, a, •) → a, (a, •, a) → a, (b, b, b) 
Future work
Improve the simplification strategy (e.g., order of rule applications) Generate a verification diagnostic Combine with other compositional techniques: interface constraints, tau-confluence, ... Consider logic with data Extend implementation to some mu-calculus formulas of alternation 2 (e.g., infinite repetition of regular sequences a*.b) Apply to equivalence checking, using characteristic formulas (alternation 2)
